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4.1.4
(continued from page 4.1.1)

4.1.4
1

Layout and Cross-referencing to Other
Chapters

This chapter is linked with the other sections within the SARTSM
by the following division of aspects relating to tourism signing:
(a) Volume 1: Planning and principles;
(b) Volume 2: Implementation and warrants (application);
(c) Volume 4: Dimensional detail and signface components.

2

Hence, while Volume 1 establishes the underlying principles, this
chapter in Volume 2 describes the application of those principles,
together with practical approaches and situations likely to occur.

Road Traffic Sign Colour Indication
1

The chapters of Volume 2 of the South African Road Traffic
Signs Manual (SARTSM) are not prepared in colour.
Relevant examples used to illustrate appropriate
signs, signals and markings are shaded in a black
and white coding which is illustrated below.

2

The basic principles of the road traffic sign colour coding
system are shown, in colour, in the SADC-RTSM Volume 1,
Chapter 1, Section 1.4, and in the Contents sections of relevant
Volume 1 and 4 Chapters
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4.2.1

General

OF

TOURISM

1

For the principles of Tourism Signing, reference is made to
Volume 1, Section 4.9. The following section deals with the
Tourism Signing Process and methods of managing tourism sign
applications.

2

A decision as to whether to erect a tourism sign, or not, will almost
certainly result from one of three circumstances:
(a) a written request for a tourism sign from the operator of a
tourist facility submitted through a regional or area tourism
committee; or
(b) an investigation of all tourist facilities within a defined area,
whether undertaken by a road or local authority, or by an
appointed agent; or

6

4.2.2

4

5

As a result of the growth in demand for tourism signs the major
road authorities have experienced difficulty processing
applications satisfactorily. To overcome this problem and because
of the supplementary role of TOURISM signs in the final stages of
a journey, it is recommended that applications for tourist signs be
processed at a regional and local level. If the tourism regions of a
province are large it may be necessary to further sub-divide a
region into manageable areas. In such an instance applications
should preferably be processed at the area and local levels, with
overall co-ordination coming from the region. In this way the
parties involved will become more aware of the functioning of
tourism signing in their area and of the need to maintain measures
of control. This activity will also better equip those involved in the
processing of applications to think and act pro-actively or
collectively, when such actions may be in the better interests of
quality guidance signing.
The processing of applications for tourism signs should be carried
out by a Regional Tourism Liaison Committee (RTLC) and by
Local Tourism Organisations (LTO's). Membership of the RTLC
should include representatives of the Regional Tourism
Organisation (RTO), the relevant Road and/or Local Authority for
the region and the Local Tourism Organisations in the region.
Whilst Local Tourism Organisations may vary widely in their
membership (because they can be made up of public officials or
they can be voluntarily constituted by business interests), LTO's
should be responsible for assessing the compliance of individual
applicants with relevant warrants and for reporting their findings to
the RTLC. The LTO in an urban area may commonly be the local
Tourist Association. In a rural environment the LTO may be a
management committee made up of representatives of existing
tourist facilities in the area, if tourism is well developed, or even of
a local community committee where tourist activities are just
starting to develop.
A Regional Tourism Liaison Committee may thus have several
potential LTO member representatives. However, all LTO
representatives do not need to attend all meetings since, normally,
members should attend in order to report on applications being
processed.
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Guidance Sign Information "Layers"

1

TOURISM signs are just one sub-group within the major
GUIDANCE sign class. The function of TOURISM signs is
supplementary to the primary DIRECTION sign sub-group and
their application is most commonly carried out at a local level in
the road network. In the context of tourism signs, a "tourist" is
considered to be a person travelling to or for pleasure in the
broadest sense. Tourist destinations which may warrant inclusion
on a TOURISM sign therefore include tourist attractions of all
sorts, from large to very small, and any services which motorists
may strategically need along the way. In urban environments
particularly, but not exclusively, another group of destinations has
been recognised as being similarly supplementary to the
DIRECTION sign system at a local level, but which are not
considered to fall within the terms of reference of tourist
destinations. These destinations, when warranted, should be
signed using LOCAL DIRECTION signs as described in Chapter
9: Urban Guidance Signing.

2

When considering applications for TOURISM signs account
should be taken of the total guidance system in the area,
particularly when considering the provision of tourism signs on
numbered metropolitan, regional, provincial or national routes.
Information available to tourists comes from two basic sources:

(c) the policy of a road authority.
3

In addition to the membership mentioned it is desirable the RTLC's
invite attendance by representatives of organisations such as
SATOUR, the Provincial Tourism Organisation (PTO), the
Automobile Association and FEDHASA in order to promote
awareness beyond strictly regional levels and to maintain contact
with organisations responsible for developing standards and
warrants at a national level. When a National Route passes
through a region it will be desirable to have representation on the
RTLC from the National Department of Transport.

(a) information sources outside the direct road environment; and
(b) information received within the road environment.
3

Information available outside the road environment and used
primarily to plan trips, but also carried by tourists on trips,
comprises:
(a) maps;
(b) publicity or promotional brochures, whether specific to a
facility, or of a more general area application;
(c) newspaper or magazine articles;
(d) radio or television programmes;
(e) video material;
(f) accommodation booking correspondence;
(g) publicity associations;
(h) tourist information centres.
(continued on page 4.2.4)
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Fig 4.3
The “Layer” Approach to Guidance
Sign Information
TOURISM
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Fig 4.4
Organisational Flowchart for
Processing Requests for Tourism
Signs
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4

Information received within the road environment is available from:

2

When dealing with an application relating to Layers 3 or 4, an
RTLC should operate within the scope of the relevant warrants
given in Section 4.6, and in addition should consider the
relationship to other facilities in order to pro-actively assess the
level of co-ordination needed to sign all tourist facilities within an
area.

3

Applications for tourism signs will, if approved, rarely require only
one sign to be erected. More complete details of a range of typical
tourism sign sequences are given in Section 4.7. 2

4

The procedure described in Figure 4.4 assumes that while
currently, requests for tourism signs often come directly to the
road authority concerned, it is not the role of the road authority to
grade the respective tourist attractions, nor monitor their
performance in relation to the various warrants, as described in
Section 4.6. Hence, Regional Tourism Liaison Committees under
the aegis of the Provincial and Regional Tourism Organisations,
should design an appropriate standard application form, through
which a facility owner may apply for a tourism sign.

5

Three copies of the standard application form should be submitted
to the Road Authority (or Local Authority), the relevant Local
Tourism Organisation (or Publicity Association), and the Regional
Tourism Liaison Committee. Ideally one of these three
organisations should act as a "clearing agency" for the region by
ensuring that the correct copies get to the correct people.

6

Following the respective investigation processes (described in
detail in Subsection 4.2.4), a letter of recommendation can be
issued and the sign can be erected.

7

In general payment for the provision of tourism signs is normally
dependant on the policy of the road authority. The road authority
will, however, normally provide the necessary tourism signs for
emergency services such as police stations or government
hospitals. All other tourism signs for attractions or services are
normally paid for by the owner/operator of the facility. The road
authority retains jurisdiction over sign face design and the
display or removal of any such signs within the road reserve.
Agreement to provide tourism signs shall be subject to the
submission of a formal application to a Regional Tourism Liaison
Committee, which should include amongst its members
representatives from (see Figure 4.4)

(a) the road system and specifically the guidance signs within the
system; or
(b) tourist information lay-byes.
5

6

It is fundamental to the effectiveness of the road sign system that
those who provide the material for the information sources outside
and within the road environment recognise the existence,
functions, interdependence, and limitations of the other information
sources. Regional Tourism Liaison Committees must ensure that
those they represent incorporate the primary navigational aids
correctly into promotional material they produce for the information
of tourists outside the road environment.
The scope of information display on GUIDANCE signs, and
particularly on TOURISM signs, is wide. The guidance information
system can be described systematically as forming a number of
levels, or "layers", as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The "layers" of
guidance information illustrated in Figure 4.3 can be described as
follows:
(a) Layer 1 includes all information outside the road environment
but coordinated with that within the road environment and
monitored by the committee structure processing tourism sign
applications; it also includes the principle navigational aids
provided by the guidance signing system;
(b) Layer 2 includes secondary level (but still important),
information to the road user, such as destination names that
correlate with maps and provide navigational orientation;
(c) Layers 3 and 4 include tertiary information to supplement the
orientational information, when warranted, such as local
destination types (3) and tourist attractions, emergency
services, rest and service and accommodation (4).

7

The local and tourist destination categories within the "layers" is
based on recent examples of pro-active signing, on an area basis,
and may be revised with experience.

8

For completeness, Figure 4.3 shows the relationship, and possible
conflict between LOCAL DIRECTION signing and TOURISM
DIRECTION signing. For further discussion of the implications of
both categories of supplementary signs, particularly in urban
areas, see Chapter 9. The tourism information system and the
application procedure for tourism signs are closely linked. This can
be seen by comparison between Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

4.2.3
1

Application to Erect a Tourism Sign

Figure 4.4 shows how a Regional Tourism Liaison Committee
might approach applications for tourism signs. In due course an
RTLC and its LTO's are likely to build up a library of details
covering specific locations within their area of influence. Parts of
the application process will thus not need to be repeated with
every application for a tourism sign, unless a need arises due to
demand, to review the co-ordinated approach for a specific
location and to consider the use of either:
(a) a regional or area collective symbol (see symbols GFS A1 to
GFS A13 in Subsection 4.3.10); and/or
(b)

TOURISM
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a tourist route.

(a) the road authority (provincial, metropolitan or local);
(b) any affected local community;
(c) regional tourism organisations ( WESTOUR, etc.);
(d) the local tourism organisations or tourist associations;
and on an invited basis, other organisations such as:
(e) the Automobile Association;
(f) SATOUR; and
(g) FEDHASA (the Federated Hospitality Association of South
Africa).
The Regional Tourism Liaison Committee may potentially have
several LTO members. Subject to local policy all LTO's need not

a tourist information lay-by; and/or
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attend all meetings, but an LTO must be present for
applications within its area of representation.
8

9

Local Tourism Organisations will be responsible for processing
the applications, and for co-ordinating the input from the other
organisations, in terms of applicable warrants. It will then
submit recommendations to the Regional Tourism Liaison
Committee as illustrated by the flow chart in Figure 4.4.

This checklist provides guidance to the next step e.g. if no
destination analysis has been performed, such an evaluation
must proceed before Question 2 can be addressed.
4

Question 2. Can the requested tourism sign be accommodated
in the road reserve?
The goal of this question is to assess whether or not there is an
available location for a tourism sign, or available space on an
existing tourism sign. There may currently be tourism signs
occupying the available location, in which case an "overload of
information" may arise. In addition, this request for a tourism
sign may lead to further requests and the need to adopt an
holistic approach might become apparent.

5

Checklist 2:

In processing applications, the regional and local organisations
should take the following factors into account for the region or
area as a whole:
(a) the overall information demand in the area/environment;
(b) the facility classification;
(c) the facility grading in terms of the warrants; and

(a) Is the tourism information correct?

(d) the sign type and symbols taking into account the various
"layers" of guidance information available (see Figure 4.3).

4.2.4
1

2

3

The Management
Applications

of

Tourism

(b) Is the quantity of information acceptable?
(c) Is there an available sign or location to which this
information can be added?

Sign

There are various approaches that an RTLC may wish to adopt
in managing tourism sign applications. These approaches
range from ad-hoc to a pro-active and they may be
summarised by presenting their applicability through benefits
and disbenefits, together with a checklist and a series of
examples. This approach assumes that all the necessary
approvals, as shown in Figure 4.4, have been received. The
questions given in Figure 4.5 then need to be answered.
Question 1. Is the full Route Guidance System (advance and
direction signs, route marker, confirmation, suburb and street
names) in place (refer to Volume 1, Section 4.7)?
The goal of this question is to establish the status quo of
recommended guidance signs i.e.. are the correct signs,
required by the Guidance Signing Plan, in the correct location,
showing the correct information and in an acceptable
condition? For example, many applications for tourism signing
are due primarily to the lack of sufficient primary guidance
information. If this primary information is in place, the demand
for supplementary signs can be rationalised more easily.
Hence, this question addresses the technical responsibility of
the RTLC and forms the basis of managing tourism signs
applications.
Checklist 1:

(d) Are there other tourism demands at this location or in the
area?
This checklist can be used as a guide as to which approach to
adopt for the implementation of the tourism sign, i.e. the final
step in the methodology.
6

The goal of this question is to determine the most cost-effective
approach to erecting the tourism sign. The two approaches
described below make allowance for the simplest case through
to a most comprehensive investigation. They are described as
"ad-hoc" and "pro-active".

4.2.5
1

1

This analysis will select appropriate destinations for
direction signs along the route, and produce an "ideal
system design" to ensure consistency and continuity.
(b) Has a signs inventory been produced?

(c)
Has a Guidance Signing Plan been prepared in
terms of the guidance signing policy applicable to the
region?
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The Pro-active Approach

This approach actively encourages stakeholder participation
and could be relevant where there are many tourism demands
and in areas where tourism is identified as a major attraction to
the area. This is the recommended approach because it
permits the full inclusion of all relevant stakeholders and,
hence, a longer-term solution is more likely to be both
acceptable and sustainable. When a Guidance Signing Plan for
the area is already in place, or is in a planning stage, the
introduction of tourism signs will likely supplement the primary
signs in an acceptable way.

4.2.7
1

The Ad-hoc Approach

This approach involves little or no engagement with the
community and could be appropriate for isolated intersections
or small areas with little tourist demand or, alternatively, a
location having a robust sign guidance system in place, i.e.. no
Guidance Signing Plan has been prepared.

4.2.6

(a) Has a destination analysis been performed (refer to Volume
1, Chapter 8)?

This assessment aims to ensure that the correct
destinations chosen above are placed on the correct sign,
in the correct location, that the sign is in an acceptable
condition, and that this information is recorded in a
retrievable manner;

Question 3. Which implementation approach should be
adopted?

Sign System Quality

Detail 4.5.2 in Figure 4.5 shows graphically how the choice of
approach can affect the quality of the signing system. While
initially the ad-hoc approach (Approach "A") may appear
appropriate, and indeed it can provide a fast response, there is
the chance of long-term problems arising and the system
quality falling over time.

SARTSM – VOL 2
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4.2.6
TABLE 4.1

IMPLEMENTATION
APPROACH TO MANAGING TOURISM SIGN REQUESTS

TABLE 4.1

APPROACH
BENEFITS
AD-HOC

PRO-ACTIVE

System Quality

4 Short-term
8 Long-term

4 Short-term
8 Long-term

Sustainability

4 Short-term
8 Long-term

4 Short-term
8 Long-term

Meeting Expectations

8 Unstable

84 Short-term
4 Long-term

Accepted by Tourism Stakeholders

4 Short-term
8 Long-term

84 Short-term
4 Long-term

Costs and Effectiveness

4 Short-term
8 Long-term

4 Short-term
4 Long-term

Costs and Resources

Low – Short-term
High – Long-term

Low – Short-term
High – Long-term

NOTE:
“unstable” can be defined as a seemingly stable sign system but with potential to become very unstable, very quickly
The subsequent demend on resources and finances can thus be swift and large, as previous efforets are repeated to try to maintain
the status quo.

subsequent maintenance of the road signing system quality in
a cost-effective manner. In addition, the likelihood of conflict
would be reduced. For this level of effectiveness to be achieved
a primary guidance signing system needs to be in place.

This would therefore necessitate greater costs at a later stage
due to poor sustainability.
2

3

An approach between "A" and "B" never quite meets tourism
demands and thus while it may create expectations, good
system quality cannot be achieved. This approach tends to be
unproductive while incurring high cost, and is thus not
cost-effective and cannot be recommended.
The pro-active approach (Approach "B") is the recommended
approach. Although it appears to incur relatively high costs at
an early stage, this should be measured against the associated
benefits and longer-term sustainability and acceptance. Hence,
as this approach progresses (and using the approval process
depicted in Figure 4.4) deeper understanding by the tourism
stakeholders and RTO's would lessen the workload on the road
authority. Hence, there would be a long-term improvement and

TOURISM

4

Checklist 3:

1

The checklist for determining which approach to adopt requires
a thorough understanding of the tourism environment (present
and future) together with the technical component of the
guidance system in place:
(a) What is the potential demand for tourism signing in the
region or area? (NB: ad-hoc responses can often stimulate
further demands and "special cases" should be avoided);
(b) How organised and representative are the local and
regional tourism bodies?
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Fig 4.5
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Managing Requests for Tourism Signs
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(c) How knowledgeable is the tourism community on guidance
signing principles?
(d) Does an area-wide document exist that combines signing
principles with tourism needs?
(e) Is there commitment from the road authority and the
tourism industry to address the concerns in the long-term?
5

It should be emphasised that the recommended approach
is the pro-active one. While it is the most cost-effective,
long-term solution, its cost should be proportional to the
magnitude of the tourism demands and need not be
disproportionately expensive if the tourism stakeholders
become involved and accept responsibility for various
tasks. The potential effects of the different approaches to the
management of tourism sign applications are summarised in
Table 4.1.

4.2.8

Classification of Tourism Destinations

1

In order to successfully implement tourism signs it is
recommended that the structured approach described in this
section be followed. It is necessary also to have available a
well-structured classification of tourist destinations so that
applications from facility operators can be assessed in a
standard way in terms of a range of recognised types of
activity, attraction or service. Classifying applications in this
way, according to destination type, will also make it possible for
the relevant tourism committee and the road authority, to
allocate the appropriate symbol for use on approved signs.

2

It is possible that an applicant, or the assessing official, may
feel that there is more than one option for classification. In
general it is recommended that, wherever possible, the most
generic classification be used since this is likely to result in the
use of a more easily recognisable tourism symbol on the sign.
In this context, if a facility offers more than one activity,
attraction or service the applicant should be asked to choose
which one is most appropriate for classification purposes.

3

To assist the classification process tourist attractions have
been reorganised into generic or "family" groupings. Table 4.2
illustrates this revised classification and the listing of approved
symbols covered in Subsection 4.3.10 has been organised into
the same groupings.

TOURISM
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Table 4.2
Classification of Tourism Destinationsfor
Signing Purposes
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SIGNS AND SYMBOLS
4.3

RANGE OF APPLICABLE SIGNS AND
SYMBOLS

4.3.1

General

1

This section gives examples of each of the various TOURISM
signs in the GF number series. These signs comprise part of
the GUIDANCE SIGNS class of road traffic signs. In addition
details are given, with figures, of the signface design rules
applicable to tourism signs since these are commonly not
followed correctly by designers and/or manufacturers. Finally
the section lists all approved TOURISM SYMBOLS in the
various GFS series.

2

2-panel GF1 signs with tourist attraction, service, tourist route
and accommodation tourist destinations.
Detail 4.6.3 gives examples of two maximum display criteria,
namely:
(a) a maximum of three panels (or stacks - see Figure 4.11) on
any one sign; and
(b) a maximum of three lines of text in one panel;
(c) a maximum of 12 bits of information on any sign or in any
sign cluster.
In Figure 4.7, the most common two tourism direction signs,
ADVANCE TURN sign GF2 and FINAL TURN sign GF3, are
illustrated. These signs may be used on any class of at-grade
road, in rural or urban areas, according to various rules and
warrants. In Detail 4.7.1 the APlatorand@ example of a GF2
sign is unusual in that it includes a regional route number
indicating that the route serves only tourism destinations of
importance. The straight-on example to AuMkhelekehle
Waterfall@ is also unusual and is only generally specified when
the facility is further from the junction than might be expected,
or is located on a Adead-end@ route. The two APolice@
examples illustrate the option to include a distance on such a
sign, an important piece of information in an emergency.

2

TOURISM signs may be used in conjunction with FREEWAY
DIRECTION signs, DIRECTION signs and/or LOCAL
DIRECTION signs or they may be specified on their own, either
at the final turn towards a tourist facility or in advance of this
point when there are no other orientational destinations which
warrant the provision of a DIRECTION sign. In this manner
tourism signs and local direction signs are both supplementary
sign systems which may support and amplify the orientational
DIRECTION sign system when warranted. Since they are
supplementary they should only be provided in accordance with
relevant warrants (see Section 4.6 and Chapter 9).

3

The examples of tourism signs given in Figures 4.6 to 4.10 are
relevant in rural and urban areas, and for use with direction
signs or on their own. Limited details of specific aspects of
tourism signing are also covered in the following Volume 2
chapters:

4

Detail 4.7.2 shows typical GF3 signs to a tourist attraction,
hospital (24 hour emergency service), camping services, with a
3-line panel example and a 2-panel example.

(a) Chapter 5: Freeway Signing;

5

The majority of the rest of the range of tourism sign types are
given in Figure 4.8. GORE EXIT sign GF4 is appropriate only at
a high speed exit to a direct access rest-and-service area,
normally from a freeway. LAYBY signs GF5 and GF6 may be
used in advance of, and at, a roadside layby. The symbol on
the signs may be varied (see Volume 1, Chapter 4). Two
examples of tourist destination CONFIRMATION signs GF7
indicate options to indicate a service or a tourist attraction and
are normally only warranted when the distance to the facility is
further than road users are likely to expect.

6

Sign types GF8 and GF9 deal with sequences of service
facilities available at exit points on the road ahead. The GF8
sign shows three exits over a range of 13 kilometres on the
perimeter or by-pass of a town. The GF9 signs only show two
facilities per sign according to a principle whereby each sign
shows the next facility approximately 2 kilometres ahead and
the subsequent facility some 40 kilometres to 50 kilometres
ahead (see Figures 4.43 to 4.48).

7

TOTEM signs GF10 may be used within a rest-and-service
area, or other area such as a large park or game reserve. They
should be used in clusters as shown in Figure 4.16. Signs
GF11 to GF14 are for use in conjunction with a roadside SOS
telephone service. GF15 may be specified to Amark@ or identify
a free parking area and GF16 similarly may be used to identify
a tourist information layby, centre or office.

3

(b) Chapter 9: Urban Guidance Signing;
(c) Chapter 10: Rural Guidance Signing.
4

In particular Chapter 9: Urban Guidance Signing covers the
warrants appropriate to the provision of tourism signs in urban
areas, whereas the warrants given in this chapter are relevant
to rural and, in many instances, peri-urban areas. Chapter 9
also covers the option to combine the display of supplementary
tourism signs and local direction signs, although examples are
illustrated in Figure 4.10 for completeness.

5

Details of the positioning of tourism signs are covered in
Section 4.7 and in Chapter 9.

4.3.2
1

Tourism Signface Design Details

Figure 4.6 illustrates a representative selection of FREEWAY
ADVANCE EXIT signs GF1. This type of sign will only be
warranted on a freeway when the exit leads directly to the
facility indicated and will not normally be warranted when the
intersecting route is a numbered route. Detail 4.6.1 gives
examples of single panel GF1 signs indicating tourist attraction
and service destinations. The AKranskop 1-Stop@ sign serves
as a Afinal turn@ sign, at the point of exit, to a direct access
rest-and-service area serving freeway traffic - it would be
preceded, at one kilometre from the exit by the similar sign
given in Detail 4.6.3. The AWitbank Hospital@ example
illustrates the unique use of the facility name with a service
symbol reserved for hospitals offering 24 hour emergency
services. Detail 4.6.2 shows two typical examples of
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At-Grade Tourism Direction Signs
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Fig 4.8
TOURISM
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Signs for Numbered Tourist Routes
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Fig 4.10
TOURISM

Tourism Sign Combinations
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(continued from page 4.3.1)
8

9

Two examples of typical fingerboard PART-TIME FACILITY
signs GF17 are illustrated. These signs are more compact than
sign types GF2 and GF3 and as such are suitable for high
density tourist areas where many signs may be required.
<+>Sign TGF17 is a similar type of sign for temporary short
term use to sign functions of tourist interest.

5

6

Signs which may be used to indicate numbered tourist routes
are shown in Details 4.9.1 and 4.9.2 of Figure 4.9. Detail 4.9.2
gives the range of TOURIST ROUTE MARKER signs GE18
available to mark tourist routes in a similar manner to the way
navigational numbered routes are marked, particularly in
metropolitan areas, by ROUTE MARKER signs GE12 to GE15.

10 Tourism signs, tourism sign stacks or panels and tourism sign
insert panels may be used in combination with DIRECTION or
LOCAL DIRECTION signs. In addition supplementary symbols
may be combined with a normal tourism signface as shown in
Figure 4.10, Detail 4.10.1 (see Section 4.6 for appropriate
warrants). Detail 4.10.2 gives two examples of ways in which
TOURISM and LOCAL DIRECTION destination information
may be combined and Detail 4.10.3 similarly gives examples of
combinations of TOURISM and DIRECTION destinations.

The Secretary,
Route Numbering and Road Traffic Signs Sub-Committee,
c/o Department of Transport,
Private Bag X193,
Pretoria,
0001.

4.3.4

1

Dimensional details of tourism signs are based on the factor
"d". This factor represents one seventh (<$E1/7>) of the height
of the upper case DIN 1451 Part 2 lettering specified for the
principle message on the signface and is equal to the stroke
width of this lettering. Once the letter height appropriate to the
amount of message to be displayed has been selected the sign
height can be determined, and the sign length may be found
from a combination of spacings based on the factor "d" plus the
length of the message to be displayed. Sign sizes for the full
range of letter sizes available may thus be determined from one
detail.

2

The selection of an appropriate letter size is based on the
number of "bits" of information required on the signface, the
approach speed of traffic and the lateral distance from the
drivers eye to the sign, (see Volume 1, Chapter 4 for full details
of letter size determination).

2

3

All arrows and symbols used on tourism signs are also
specified in terms of factor "d". In a limited number of cases the
sign design requires letters, symbols or other components in
more than one size on the signface. In these cases the
secondary factor size is represented by a variation of "d" such
as "d" or "d".

4

It should be noted that the vertical spacings between
components and the horizontal spacings between certain
components are not the same as on direction signs. The
spacings used on tourism signs are to a lower standard than
direction sign standards, consistent with the supplementary role
of tourism signs and with the desired objective to limit overall
sizes of tourism signs. Letter spacings remain standard.

3

5

Sizing a sign around the stroke width factor "d" may result in a
vertical sign height which is not a multiple of 200 mm. Since the
construction of guidance signs from standard 200 mm planks is
common with some authorities, this will result in a need to
"round-up" the sign height to a multiple of 200 mm. The extra
dimension

4

Sign Dimensions - General

This subsection gives details of the dimensions of tourism
direction signs and the symbols used on them so that they may
be accurately specified and manufactured. The most important
signface display dimensioning rules are also detailed in Figures
4.11 to 4.17. Rules governing when a tourism sign may be
displayed are given in Volume 1, Chapter 4, in Section 4.9.
Tourism signs conform to the basic rectangular shape
code of the guidance signs class but are unique in that all
turn signs shall have the arrow side edge cut back from
top to bottom at a slope of 2 in 5 to create a trapezoidal
shape. They are also unique in the use of a brown
background colour. Other tourism signs, such as straight-on
signs, confirmation signs, exit sequence signs, information
centre identification signs and information boards and parking
signs are rectangular. "Totem" signs used within rest and
service areas are square.
Tourism signs are STACK-TYPE signs and a separate STACK
shall be provided for each direction which requires a tourism
sign at the junction ahead. (The exit point of a freeway off-ramp
is considered as one junction, and the ramp terminal with the
intersecting cross-road as a second and separate junction. A
freeway advance exit tourism sign shall therefore only comprise
one STACK oriented to the left.)
A tourism STACK-TYPE sign may be arranged in up to three
PANELS, each separated from the other by an internal border
line. When a tourism sign cluster comprises more than one
STACK the total number of STACKS and/or PANELS shall be
limited to three (see Figure 4.11).

Sign Sizing

1

11 The various signface design rules covered in the previous
paragraphs and illustrated in Figures 4.6 to 4.10 are
summarised together with dimensioning rules, in Figures 4.11
to 4.17.

4.3.3

Tourism signface design is based on bold SYMBOLS to
transfer the required message to road users. Designers should
refer to Volume 1 for tourism sign design principles, restrictions
and limitations.
Symbols other than those detailed in this Manual shall not
be used without the prior consent of the Road Traffic Signs
Technical Committee. Wherever possible the facility type
requiring signing should be classified into one of the "generic"
groups (see Subsection 4.3.10). If the need arises for a symbol
which is not detailed in this Chapter, or cannot be covered by
the principle indicated above, the designer or manufacturer
shall make this need known, with a sketch proposal, to:

(continued on page 4.3.10)
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4.3.8
Notes on Figures 4.11 and 4.12
The details in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 illustrate BASIC RULES which
apply universally to TOURISM signs. Other RULES dealing with text,
symbols, and sign dimensions are covered on following pages.

Rule F1:
Tourist facilities shall be classified for signface design into one of the
following groups (see Table 4.2):
(a)

tourist attraction;

(b)

tourist service;

(c)

accommodation;

(d)

off-road;

(e)

part-time;

(f)

temporary.

Rule F2:
The background colour of TOURISM signs shall be BROWN, and text
and symbols shall follow normal DIRECTION sign conventions.

Rule F3:
TOURISM Direction signs for full-time facilities shall be stack-type
signs, and for part-time facilities shall be fingerboard signs.

Rule F4:
TOURISM signs shall be rectangular in shape and all signs indicating
a turn to the right or left shall have a sloping side "pointing" in the
direction of turn.

Rule F5:
TOURISM Direction sign stacks may be divided into a maximum of
three panels.

Rule F6:
A TOURISM sign cluster may comprise 2 or 3 signs, SUBJECT to an
overall total of 3 stacks and/or panels.

AND
F6.1

right turn stacks shall be placed above left turn stacks;

F6.2

a straight on stack shall be placed above any right and/or
left turn stacks;

F6.3

multi-stack signs shall be mounted on common supports
with a small vertical separation and should preferably be of
equal length even if this increases the length of one or more
stack.

Rule F7:
Due to the sloping side shape, Stack-Type TOURISM Direction signs
need not display an arrow. FREEWAY TOURISM signs GF1 shall
have only one stack and shall not display an arrow. It is, however,
recommended that arrows be used on ADVANCE TURN GF2 signs
and FINAL TURN GF3signs.

Rule F8:
In the context of all other signface rules, all aspects of signface design
shall be undertaken so as to minimise the areas of TOURISM signs.

Rule F9:
Basic internal signface spacing standards shall be at least 20% less
than for DIRECTION signface design.

Fig 4.11
Illustration of Basic Tourism
Signface Rules - 1
TOURISM
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Rule F10:

All TOURISM Direction signs shall be designed and manufactured using DIN
1451 Part 2 lettering and shall be dimensioned in terms of the factor "d",
where "d" is the DIN letter stroke width, and the standard DIN letter height is
7"d".

AND
F10.1

in line with Rule F9, basic internal spacing standards, given in

F10.2

multiples of factor "d", shall be less than those used on
DIRECTION signs;
stack and panel heights are dictated by the 15"d" standard symbol

F10.3

height;
all TOURISM SYMBOLS shall be specified in terms of factor "d",

F10.4

within a range of nominal standard widths and height (see Figure
4.13);
stack and panel heights are specified as multiples of factor "d",
SUBJECT to whether the sign construction uses standardised
horizontal planks;

Rule F11:
The TOURISM Direction sign system shall be symbol based i.e. the main
message comes from the symbol.

AND
“d” mm
60
Legend 420/300
SCALE: 1”5
For “d” = 40 mm

50
350/250

40
280/200

30
210/150

25
175/125

20
140/100

16
112/80

F11.1

any text message used on a TOURISM Direction signs shall be

F11.2

limited to the "primary name" of a tourist attraction i.e.
"Tsitsikamma" is the primary name for the "Tsitsikamma National
Park" and the symbol used means "National Park"; a primary
name thus qualifies the message of the symbol by making it
specific to a particular facility;
a primary name may be used as part of a tourist attraction or

F11.3
F11.4

accommodation message, and may be used for a 24 hour
emergency service hospital, and for rest and service areas
SUBJECT to compliance with warrants;
a tourist attraction symbol may be used on its own;
only approved symbols listed in Subsection 4.3.10 shall be used

on TOURISM signs;
F11.5
if an approved symbol is not available for a tourist attraction, a
primary name may be used on its own.

Rule F12:
Different classes of facility shall be indicated in different panels, and different
types of facility within one class shall be indicated in different panels so that
the most important attraction is in the top panel, BUT so that sign length is
otherwise minimised, SUBJECT to the maximum given in Rule F6 of 3
stacks and/or panels.

AND
F12.1

different facilities shall be placed in panels such that tourist

F12.2

attractions are above accommodation or service and
accommodation is above service;
up to 3 primary names of facilities of the same type may be
indicated in one stack or panel SUBJECT to Rule F13.

Rule F13:
The maximum number of "bits" of information on a TOURISM Direction
sign or sign cluster should be 12 "bits".
Rule F14:
A tourist destination may be displayed on a BROWN stack or insert
panel on a DIRECTION sign when the tourist destination is the only
destination or where there is not enough space to locate the sign safely.

Fig 4.12
Illustration of Basic Tourism
Signface Rules - 2
MAY 2012
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(continued from page 4.3.7)
should be distributed evenly through the vertical spaces.
"Rounding-down" is not recommended with tourism signs
since the inter-line spaces are a minimum in terms of the
reduced standards adopted, unless the symbol being used is
less than 15 "d" in height and there is only one line of text in
the stack or panel.
For complete details of all aspects of guidance sign face
design refer to Volumes 1 and 4. Volume 4, in particular,
includes many more dimensional details than covered by the
illustration of signface display rules in this section.

4.3.5

Tourism sign displays include a symbol plus a primary name
for tourist attraction facilities, and certain accommodation
signs. In order to obtain maximum benefit from the use of the
symbol therefore, every effort should be made to limit the text
displayed on tourism signs to the minimum consistent with
getting the required message over to road users.

2

Service facility signs display only symbols, with the exception
of hospitals with 24 hour emergency services, and Class 3
rest and service areas, which also display the primary name
of the facility.

3

Basic tourism sign displays, as illustrated in Figure 4.11, can
carry one or two lines of text without an increase in sign size.
When the primary name of a facility is in two parts, or is long
but capable of being hyphenated, it is highly recommended
that the name be displayed in the two lines available.
Although this is not the style of display used for direction
signs, it is once again consistent with the supplementary
role of tourism signs that this method be used to limit
sign length. When the name of a facility is displayed in this
manner the text shall be justified to the right of the sign to
differentiate the display from that of two names of two
separate facilities, which shall be displayed in the normal left
justified manner (see Figures 4.15 and 4.16).

5

As implied the term "primary name" of a tourism facility is that
part of the name of the facility which CANNOT be
represented by the symbol used on the sign. This name will
identify a particular facility from another of the same type. The
display of all other superfluous text should be avoided.
When the primary name requires only one line it shall be
centred vertically on the stack or panel. Indication of a route
number, distance or supplementary symbols in addition to the
facility name this is an acceptable variant (see Figures 4.6 to
4.10).

6

Occasionally two names to be displayed on a tourism sign
may be of considerably different lengths. This will result in a
very unbalanced signface layout. The possibility to centre a
shorter message over, or under, a longer message may be
considered.

7

The lettering used on tourism signs should normally be DIN
1451 Part 2, Style "B". Style "A" may be used when space is
severely limited and speeds are not high.

4.3.6
1

TOURISM

Symbols

Only approved symbols given in Subsection 4.3.10, as
amended from time to time, shall be used on tourism.

SARTSM – VOL 2

signs. Direction sign symbols shall not be used on tourism
signs
2

If a tourism sign display includes a symbol plus a primary
name the symbol shall always precede the primary name
irrespective of the direction indicated by the sign,
EXCEPT when supplementary symbols are used (see Figure
4.14).

3

Approved symbols have been designed within a range of
basic sizes with a nominal height of 15d and nominal widths
of 25d, 15d and 11d. Many symbols, however, vary from
these nominal dimensions either vertically or horizontally, or
occasionally in both dimensions. The dimensioned sign
examples all illustrate one or other, or several, of these
nominal sizes. All symbols are centred vertically on the
stack or panel, and stack or panel heights are fixed as a
multiple value of factor "d", irrespective of the actual
vertical dimensions of the particular symbol(s) in use, or
the text displayed, UNLESS noted otherwise. Vertical
centre marks are indicated with each symbol for this purpose.
The range of vertical symbol dimension varies from 20d
(Police symbol) to 7d (Bus symbol). When a Police symbol is
specified, the stack or panel height is not normally increased.
In this case the vertical spaces are reduced. Examples of this
principle are illustrated in Figure 4.13.

4

Sign dimensions will vary horizontally according to the
symbol, or symbols, specified. As the actual symbol width is
greater or less than the nominal sizes shown on the
dimensioned examples so will the final sign length become
greater or less. The standard spacing between symbols,
or between symbols and text, should be maintained
irrespective of the variation in actual symbol width,
UNLESS noted otherwise. Horizontal centre marks are
indicated with each symbol to assist accurate positioning and
the correct vertical application of symbols. This latter aspect
may be difficult with circular symbols and symbols which are
not symmetrical. Actual symbols widths range from 25d to 7d
(Workshop symbol). Examples of horizontal symbol spacings
are given in Figure 4.13.

5

A few symbols project outside the boundaries of their height
and width "grid" by small amounts. These projections are
taken up in the surrounding spaces and do not affect the
function of centre marks.

6

The tourism sign symbols detailed in Volume 4 are drawn to a
scale of 1 in 5 for "d" = 40 mm, or in other words for a sign
letter size of 280 mm/200 mm. The symbols are
superimposed on a grid of 4 mm x 4 mm squares so that "d"
equals two grid squares. If the tourism sign display
includes three or more lines of text the symbol may be
increased in size to maintain its proportion with the
overall sign size. The symbol is specified by "d", where
"d" is normally the next largest standard value of "d" (see
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 - Rule D19).

7

In order to prepare a full size symbol the detail given may be
enlarged photographically, by projection, or by drawing. In
each case the grid should be such that the line centres are a
distance of one half (1/2) "d" apart, where "d" is the stroke
width of the letter size with which the symbol is to be used.

Sign Text

1

4
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Notes on Figures 4.13 and 4.14

The details given in Figures 4.13 to 4.17 deal with a wide range of
DISPLAY RULES relevant to the use of symbols, and symbols and text
on TOURISM signs. These rules should be considered as an
extension of the BASIC RULES covered by Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
It should be noted that Basic Rule F10 states that all TOURISM
Direction signs shall be dimensioned in terms of factor "d", where
"d" is the DIN 1451 letter stroke width.
TOURISM Direction sign symbols are numbered in a GFS series,
and are classified into the same groupings as tourist destinations.
The symbols are further divided into generic sub-sets. Each
tourist attraction sub-set is provided with a generic symbol (see
Table 4.2 and Subsection 4.3.10)
(For clarity of illustration there is an element of repetition of detail
between the two sets of figures. Whilst generally, symbol rules are
covered by Figures 4.13 and 4.14, and text rules by Figures 4.15 and
4.16, users of this chapter should familiarise themselves with all rules.)
Rule Fd1:
TOURISM sign symbols shall be centred vertically in a stack or panel,
irrespective of actual symbol size, and they shall be separated from
text or another symbol by a 4"d" space. (To assist this process, both on
drawings and at time of manufacture, all symbols are drawn to scale,
with vertical and horizontal centring marks, in Volume 4, Chapter 7.)
Rule Fd2:
All TOURISM sign symbols shall be prepared around the concept of a
"box" of standard nominal height of 15"d" and of one of the standard
nominal widths, 25"d", 15"d" or 11"d". (When submitting designs of
new symbols, designers must attempt to make their symbols "touch the
sides" of the box SUBJECT to reasonable proportions. This process
will simplify drawing and manufacture.)
Rule Fd3:
When symbols are less than the nominal 15"d" height a stack or panel
shall not be reduced in height - the range in height of existing
symbols is from 7"d" to 20"d" (see Figure 4.12 for standard stack and
panel heights of one, two and three stack/panel signs):
AND
Fd3.1

stack and panel lengths shall be reduced in length when
symbols are less than nominal length;

Fd3.2

when a symbol has a particularly elongated or pointed shape
the pointed extremity may be permitted to extend outside the
basic "box" in order not to prejudice good target value for the
rest of the symbol.

Fig 4.13
Illustration of Tourism Signface
Symbol/Text Rules - 1
MAY 2012
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Rule Fd4:
When a full size symbol is used (see Rule F8), it shall always precede
the primary name text, whether the sign is directing drivers to the right,
left, or straight-on.
AND
Fd4.1

if a TOURIST Route Number is to be displayed on the sign it
shall precede any full size symbol;

Fd4.2

if a symbol design implies a sense of direction the symbol
should be rotated to face in the same direction as the turn
arrow on the sign, UNLESS the symbol is the facility
operators' LOGO.

Rule Fd5:
A standard stack or panel displaying a symbol designed within the
nominal size range can support two lines of text without an increase in
stack or panel height (see further rules on the use of text on TOURISM
Direction signs).
Rule Fd6:
If a stack or panel displays three lines of text, the symbol preceding
these lines of text shall be increased in size so that the 15"d" for
the symbol equals 15"d + 10 mm", (or 15 times "d" for the next larger
standard letter size).
Rule Fd7:
Supplementary symbols may be used in place of full size symbols on
accommodation class signs to limit signface area, and in addition on
other signs, SUBJECT to compliance with Level 3 Warrants (see
Section 4.6):
AND
Fd7.1

supplementary symbols shall be reduced in size so that the
15"d" for the symbol equals 15"d/2";

Fd7.2

when used, supplementary symbols shall be located below
the primary name, in the position reserved for a second line
of text.

Rule Fd8:
A tourist service stack or panel shall not display more than 5 service
symbols;
AND
Fd8.1

SUBJECT to the influence of other rules, if a service stack
displaying only symbols will otherwise exceed 4 m in length,
such a stack should be altered to contain two panels;

Fd8.2

multiple service symbols shall be arranged in a stack or
panel in order of sub-sets i.e. B1 to B7.

Rule Fd9:
Wherever possible, generic symbols should be used in preference to
individual symbols.
Rule Fd10:
The above rules for symbol display on stacks and panels shall also
apply to the display of symbols on GF17 fingerboard signs, EXCEPT
that symbols shall not be used on temporary fingerboard signs TGF17.

Fig 4.14
Illustration of Tourism Signface
Symbol/Text Rules - 2
TOURISM
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Notes for Figures 4.15 and 4.16:

The details given in Figures 4.13 to 4.17 deal with a wide range of
DISPLAY RULES relevant to the use of symbols, and symbols and text on
TOURISM signs. These rules should be considered as an extension of the
BASIC RULES covered by Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
It should be noted that Basic Rule F10 states that all TOURISM
Direction signs shall be dimensioned in terms of factor "d", where "d"
is the stroke width of a DIN 1451 Part 2 letter. DIN 1451 lettering is fully
proportional and it is normal design practice to dimension a word in the
BASIC LETTER HEIGHT of 112 mm (uppercase size) from tables, and
then for the required letter size by multiplying by a factor. The factor can be
obtained by dividing the required uppercase letter size by 112 mm i.e. 210
mm divided by 112 mm gives a factor of 1,875 for 210 mm x 150 mm
lettering. Tables of letter widths and spacings are given in Volume 4,
Chapter 11.
(For clarity of illustration there is an element of repetition of detail between
the two sets of figures. Whilst generally, symbol rules are covered by
Figures 4.13 and 4.14, and text rules by Figures 4.15 and 4.16, users of
this chapter should familiarise themselves with all rules.)
Rule Fd11:
Any text used to indicate a destination name in the display on a TOURISM
Direction sign shall be provided in DIN 1451 Part 2 lettering, either in Style
"B", or in Style "A". The latter is a condensed letter style.
Rule Fd12:
The minimum horizontal spacings between words, and between words and
other signface components such as arrows and symbols, and any of these
components and the inner edge of a vertical border line shall be 4"d".
Rule Fd13:
The minimum vertical spacing between lines of text, and between lines of
text and the inner edge of a horizontal border line shall be 3"d" (for details
of symbol spacings refer to the examples in Figures 4.13 and 4.14).
Rule Fd14:
Because TOURISM sign symbols are sized to support two lines of text, it is
cost effective and therefore recommended, to use two lines of text
wherever possible, to limit sign length, SUBJECT to the effects of other
rules:
AND
Fd14.1

if a tourist destination name is long and can be hyphenated, or
has two or more words, the text should be split to minimise sign
length;

Fd14.2

when a name is split into two lines the lower row of text should
preferably be shorter than the upper row and the text should be
right justified;

Fd14.3

if it is not practical to have the lower row shorter then the text
should be left justified.

NOTE:
Although reducing sign area will save cost and reduce environmental
intrusion, certain word groups may be considered better than others i.e.
"Gold Reef" rather than "Reef City" and "Safari Lodge" rather than
"Zululand Safari". This factor may influence a final decision on signface
layout.

Fig 4.15
Illustration of Tourism Signface
Symbol/Text Rules - 3
MAY 2012
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Rule Fd15:
When a symbol supports two or three different names of the same type
of facility i.e. beaches, then the rows of text shall be left justified, and
the destinations should be ordered so that the first, or the first to have a
change of direction, is at the top, and so on; SUBJECT to right
destinations always being above left destinations on FREEWAY
Advance Exit sign GF1.
Rule Fd16:
FREEWAY Advance Exit sign GF1 shall display an Interchange
Number when the freeway concerned has numbered interchanges.
Rule Fd17:
If a road serving only a tourist destination has a route number this
number may be displayed on the tourism sign.
Rule Fd18:
On multiple stack or panel signs, for aesthetic appearance (which may
improve reading times), it is recommended that in certain instances
symbols be lined up vertically, and text be justified vertically across
stack and/or panel borders; this may result in larger than minimum
spacings.
Rule Fd19:
A distance to a tourist facility may only be displayed on a tourism sign
when the facility is further from the first, or subsequent "follow-up" signs
than might reasonably be expected, or is at the end of a dead-end
road, or the sign is an Exit Sequence sign GF8 or GF9 indicating the
distance to two or more facilities or sets of facilities:
AND
Fd19.1

when a single distance is displayed on a sign the letters "km"
shall follow the numerals;

Fd19.2

when more than one distance is displayed only the numeral
shall be displayed;

BUT
Fd19.3

the distance to a facility shall not be displayed on a
freeway - the distance to the freeway exit may be displayed
on sign GF1 when it is in advance of the exit and when the
exit gives direct access to the facility.

Rule Fd20:
Fingerboard sign GF17, used only for Part-time facilities, may be made
to standard lengths, and the length of sign messages adjusted to suite
by use of letter Styles "A" and "B", as appropriate, with abbreviations if
necessary; an appropriate standard sign length can be determined for
an area by studying the likely destinations.

Fig 4.16
Illustration of Tourism Signface
Symbol/Text Rules - 4
TOURISM
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Fig 4.17
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4.3.16
(continued from page 4.3.10)
8

supplementary symbol, (where the height of the symbol is
commonly 15d), "d" should be taken to equal "d"/2.

Values of "d" for the more standard letter sizes are:
d = 60 mm for 420 mm/300 mm letters
2

d = 50 mm for 350 mm/250 mm letters
d = 40 mm for 280 mm/200 mm letters

(a) in place of main symbols, under the primary name of an
accommodation facility;

d = 30 mm for 210 mm/150 mm letters
d = 25 mm for 175 mm/125 mm letters

(b) in addition to a main symbol, under the primary name of a
tourist attraction facility.

d = 20 mm for 140 mm/100 mm letters

9

Subject to Level 3 warrant requirements, supplementary
symbols may be used as follows:

d = 16 mm for 112 mm/80 mm letters.

3

Service facility signs normally use symbols without text. The
value of "d" appropriate to the preparation of these symbols
may be derived in one of the following ways-

The use of supplementary symbols on accommodation facility
tourism signs is recommended in order to reduce sign size.

4

The use of supplementary symbols in addition to a main
symbol should only occur if there is a very good reason, in the
interest of road users, why such supplementary information
should be displayed. The use of supplementary symbols should
be in conformity with the warrants (see Section 4.6).

(a) when several symbols are used, by counting the number of
"bits" of information and applying the sizing process to
determine factor "d" as detailed in Volume 1, Chapter 4;
(b) if a single symbol is used, by treating the sign as a basic
tourist attraction sign, with a primary name, and using the
value of factor "d" so derived;
(c) if the service symbol display forms one stack, or one panel,
of a multi-stack or multi-panel sign the value of factor "d"
used should be derived for the full sign display, not for each
stack or panel individually.
10 When a symbol is not symmetrical about its vertical centre-line,
and the symbol implies a sense of direction, the symbol should
be turned to face in the direction of the arrow or sloped sign
edge, as appropriate. This requirement does not apply to
"logo" type symbols e.g. the kwaZulu Natal Parks Board
rhino, which have a fixed orientation based on their use as
"logos".

4.3.8
1

Arrows used on tourism signs are standard STACK-TYPE
arrows as used on ground-mounted direction signs.

2

For details of STACK-TYPE arrows see Volume 4, Chapter 5.

4.3.9
1

2

These off road signs use symbol ranges which are unique to
their applications (see Group D1 and Group D2 symbols in
Subsection 4.3.10).

3

The use of "Totem" signs within a rest and service area or other
large tourist environment is a unique application. "Totem" signs
are mounted in clusters and as such are different to other
tourism signs (see Figure 4.17).

4

"Totem" signs should not be used alongside an open high
speed roadway. Their use may be considered for use within
other recreational or park areas where there are many internal
facilities and vehicle speeds are low.

5

Information boards may utilise Group D2 symbols in addition to
all other available tourism symbols. Group D2 symbols are
commonly "logo" symbols appropriate to specific geographical
areas or commercial groupings of resorts or facilities.

(c) truck services;

(e) general services;
EXCEPT when a hospital emergency service, with its primary
name, is displayed, in which case this message should be
located to the right of all other service symbols displayed in the
line in which it is to appear.

Tourism signs are available for off road applications as follows:

(b) information boards.

(b) light vehicle services;

(d) food services;

Off-Road Tourism Signs

(a) "totem" signs; and

11 Service symbols shall appear in a stack or panel, from left to
right, in the following order(a) emergency services;

Arrows

12 Some tourist attraction/service stack/panel combinations may
result in a very unbalanced signface layout. This may
commonly happen when there is only one service symbol to be
displayed. In such cases the overall sign appearance may be
improved by centralising the service symbol in its stack or
panel. This treatment need not be followed if additional service
symbols are anticipated during the useful life of the sign.

4.3.7
1

Supplementary Symbols

Supplementary symbols are half sized symbols which may
occupy the position of a line of text with slightly reduced
spacings above and below the supplementary symbols. In
order
to
size
a

TOURISM
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4.3.10 Symbols for Tourist Attractions
1

All approved tourism sign symbols in the various GFS series
are listed below. These will be updated and added to from time
to time.

2

Symbols in the GFS A series are provided for tourist
attractions. These series have been restructured to assist those
working with tourism signs. There are now twelve groupings of
analogous attractions. Each group has been allocated a symbol
which is illustrated on the first page of the listing and again at
the beginning of each group listing.

MAY 2012

3

The generic or family symbol may be used on signs to identify
collective groups of tourist attractions, commonly either along a
tourist route or in a high density tourist area, to be followed on
signs at the individual tourist attractions by one of the other
symbols in the appropriate group. The use of symbols from
other groups is not precluded by this principle but the objective
is to develop common tourism themes. The family symbols may
alternatively be used for all facilities on a route or in an area.
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4.4

HIGH DENSITY TOURISM AREAS

4.4.1

General

1

This section deals with the management of high density tourism
areas. Such an area could be defined as follows:

2

(a) introduce the procedure to be followed in preparing a
Tourism Signing Plan for the region;

"the complexity of multiple routes and the proliferating demand
for individual tourism signs exceeds the capability to supply
signs conforming to agreed guidance signing principles (within
a definable area)".
2

3

Consequently, a need may be evident to combine information
lay-byes, route guidance information and public information
centres to provide a holistic approach that can be fully
supportive of promoting tourism in a non-commercial manner
within the guidelines of acceptable signing principles.

(b) discuss goals and objectives;
(c) develop planning criteria and introduce steps to assess the
tourist facilities available via public participation; and
(d) explain the Motorist Information System, the road sign
hierarchy (layering concept), and the function of a Guidance
Signing Plan.
3

In any area concerned with developing tourism, there will be a
maturing process as facility owners become more and more
commercial and they seek new ways of attracting visitors. One
of these ways will be the request for tourism signs and the road
authority must manage those applications in the manner
recommended in Section 4.2.3. The following list describes how
a tourist area might develop:

(b) the concept of familiar, control and service destinations in
relation to the need for more local information at a local
level; and

(b) restricted hours - variable or limited opening times;
(c) low density - isolated clusters of attractions;

(c) the design criteria by which the information on direction
signs is transferred to drivers, namely the size of letters
used in relation to vehicles speeds, the consistent
positioning of signs, and the limitations on the amount of
information which a driver can be expected to take in.

(d) medium density - groups of clusters of attractions;
(e) high density - area-wide attractions.

5

High density of tourist facilities in a area normally generates a
high level of demand, from motorists and operators of the
facilities, for more guidance signing in the area. In terms of the
normal rules applicable to the provision of supplementary
tourist direction signs, a potential could exist that any attempt to
deal with the demand conventionally, would almost certainly,
result in a chaotic number of signs, at considerable expense,
and in such a way that by their very numbers, the signs would
be ineffective.
The challenge therefore is to come up with a systematic
guidance sign scheme for a specific area which can satisfy the
demands without incurring high costs or creating a chaotic
situation. The intention is to develop a generic procedure which
can be applicable to any high density tourist area.

4.4.2
1

Various aspects relating to guidance signing principles and
policies should be explained to members of the committee. The
following points summarise some issues that need to be
addressed at such a meeting:
(a) the principles of navigation and orientation and how these
are provided by a network of numbered routes and
optimum destinations on direction signs at junctions on
these routes;

(a) seasonal - once per year;

4

A meeting should be set up with the above parties to:

Consultative Process

Once the basic data on the existing guidance sign system in an
area has been obtained, attention should be turned to
assessing the tourism signing needs. The first step in this
process is to identify a consultative group to allow local
participation. A representative Regional Tourism Liaison
Committee (see Figure 4.1) for the region should be set up. The
principal role players serving on such a consultative committee
should be identified and should include:
(a) the Regional Tourism Organisation in the area;
(b) a committee representing facility owners and operators
forming a Local Tourism Organisation; and
(c) representatives of the road authority.

4

It should be made clear that the first objective of an upgrading
of the guidance signing in the area would be to ensure that the
direction signs required by a Guidance Signing Plan are
correctly located and that their messages conform to the results
of the network optimisation and destination analysis. In this way
basic navigation needs into, and through, the area can be
achieved.

5

The background to the principles of the supplementary tourist
signing system and how such a system might be applied to the
area should be explained. In this context the following main
points should be noted:
(a) tourist signs may only be provided from a numbered route
at the direct access to a facility, or in advance of a turn onto
a lower order road towards a facility, subject to compliance
with warrants;
(b) the amount of information which can be displayed in such
circumstances is limited by the same design criteria which
apply to direction signs, and because tourist signs are a
separate system supplementing the main system, the total
amount of information displayed has to be carefully
monitored and controlled;
(c) the demand for tourist signs normally far exceeds the limits
of design criteria; and
(d) the need to develop some unique compromise solution
which would satisfy the needs of tourists and facility
operators within the technical constraints identified.
(continued on page 4.4.4)
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(continued from page 4.4.1)
6

7

Another problem which is likely to occur within a high density
tourist area is that the on-going requests for signs from the
tourist operators will place a heavy processing burden on the
road authority. The process described in Figure 4.4 should be
followed so that the provision of signs can be kept under control
and so that standards and principles are maintained to the
benefit of the environment.

of

Tourist

Facilities

An inventory of all the facilities in a study area should be
compiled during road logging and/or the photo inventory of
existing guidance signs. The route kilometre distance to the
turnoff to each facility, and the services provided should be
identified. The facilities and services should be recorded in
detail on a route-by-route basis (see example in Table 4.4). A
public participation questionnaire to assess the facilities as to
the nature of services offered and their location, could give
useful information for the preparation of a tourism signing plan.
The consideration of the full-time facilities normally does not
present a significant problem, because in general, they are
covered by existing standards and warrants and many are
accessed from existing numbered routes.

3

The presence of part-time facilities, mainly accessed from
un-numbered routes, however, presents in many areas the
essence of the problem of designing a cohesive signing system
for a high density tourism area.

4

The practitioner should remember that the unique
brown-coloured tourist signing system provides for the signing
of facilities and services as follows:
(a) tourist attractions are indicated by an appropriate symbol,
followed by the primary name of the facility (indicated by a
single word whenever possible); and
(b) services are indicated by symbol only.
Examples of typical tourist signs are given in Figures 4.6 to
4.10.

4.4.4
1

Quality Assessment of Tourist Facilities

The information obtained from the inventory and possible
questionnaires will help to identify the limits of the area. Typical
problem areas are:
(a) area could constantly change in size and scope;
(b) area is not well-defined within clear boundaries;
(c) there could be too many tourist facilities on un-numbered
roads to possibly show all of these on one tourist sign at a
turnoff from the nearest numbered route;
(d) some of the facilities may only be open part-time, i.e. one
weekend per month and thus not always available to the
public; and

TOURISM

Options for the Signing Treatment of a
High Density Tourism Area

1

Whilst there are areas which may immediately warrant
consideration as high density tourism areas, and these can be
assessed in terms of the criteria given in this section, it is likely
that many high density tourism areas will evolve in the future as
a result of the growth of tourism as an industry. A concentration
of tourist facilities can develop along a road, or collection of
connecting roads, until eventually an area served by a number
of such roads can be considered as a tourist area. The
principles developed to assist with the signing of high density
tourist areas can be applied throughout this growth process in
such a way that they can be made to work for a single "route"
or for an area.

2

Tourist "routes" may thus require to be identified singly or there
may be several within a high activity tourism area. It is already
a common practice amongst facility operators to recognise
such "routes" and to name them in accordance with some
common theme or geographical location. In the context of
signing such a "route" it becomes appropriate to extend the
theme concept to the symbol to be used on any tourism signs.
In this way the generic or group identity of the "route" can be
made visible to road users through the medium of the signs.
This grouping approach to tourist destination types has been
built into the classification of these destinations, as is illustrated
in Table 4.2 (see Section 4.2). In Table 4.2 a wide range of
tourist attractions have been grouped according to some 12
identifiable themes e.g Group A8 facilities all have a "Coastal"
theme. The use of the "Coastal" theme symbol (see Subsection
4.3.10), to identify a route or area theme, does not preclude the
use, along the route, of appropriate symbols from other theme
groups if the relevant facility occurs in addition to the "Coastal"
facilities.

3

The evolution of a tourist "route" can occur along a road that is
already identified within the national, provincial, regional or
metropolitan road networks as of significant navigational
importance, to the extent that it has been allocated a
navigational route number, or it can occur along an
un-numbered road . An illustration of the development of a
tourist "route" along a single linear numbered navigational route
is given by Figure 4.18, whereas Figure 4.19 shows how a
similar situation could occur along a single linear un-numbered
road. The example in Figure 4.18 has been identified as an
historical route and has been given the name "The Gold
Diggers (historical theme) Route". Similarly the example route
in Figure 4.19 has been identified as the "Disa Valley (scenic
theme) Route". Provided they remain isolated "routes" neither
of the types of tourist routes described are recommended to be
allocated a tourist route number (see Subsection 4.5.3). In the
example given in Figure 4.18 the allocation of such a number
would clash with that already allocated for navigational
purposes. For this reason the duplication (continued on page
4.4.10)

and

2

5

4.4.5

The principles dealing with the provision of tourism signs and
which remain appropriate in the main to the signing of high
density tourism areas, are detailed in Volume 1, Chapter 4,
Subsection 4.9 and summarised in Table 4.3.

4.4.3 Inventory
Services
1

(e) some facilities are members of the Local Tourism
Organisation, while others are not.
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Fig 4.18
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Signing to Identify a Tourist Route Superimposed Upon a
Single Navigational Numbered Route
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Fig 4.19
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Signing to Identify a Tourist Route on a Single Linear
Otherwise Un-numbered Road
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Fig 4.20
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Signing to Identify a Tourist Area Using a Gateway
Perimeter Method
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Fig 4.21
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Signing to Identify a Tourist Area Using a Nearest
Numbered Route Signing Method
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(continued from page 4.4.4)

measure of commitment from the tourist operators in the area.
The "Gateway" concept is therefore recommended for the most
highly developed or concentrated tourist areas.

or overlapping of navigational and tourist route numbers is not
recommended.
4

5

6

7

In Figure 4.18 tourism signs pertinent to the indication of the
"route" by theme are identified by number (those signs
appropriate to identification of individual facilities such as the
cemetery are not shown - these should conform to the signing
application detail given in Figure 4.29, Subsection 4.7.5). Since
access to the "route" can be gained from a crossing freeway,
signs (1) may be provided as standard GF1 type signs (see
Figure 4.6, Detail 4.6.2), displaying an interchange number, a
"route" theme symbol and the name of the route. Signs (2) are
standard GF2 type signs which are provided at all other
significant non-freeway points of access to the"route", and
which display the "route" theme symbol and name. Signs (3) is
an optional GL6.3 sign indication the start of the tourist route
and sign (3A) a similarly optional sign indicating the end of the
route. The signs indicated by (4) are compact tourist route
marker GE18 signs, intended to reduce the sign area in
comparison to the alternative GF2 sign and to give reassurance
to tourists that they are still on the tourist route. These signs
display the route theme symbol (without a tourist route
number - see Figure 4.24, Detail 4.24.2).
Signs (2), (3), (3A), and (4), displayed in Figure 4.19 have the
same function and detail as those shown in Figure 4.18 (sign
type (1) is not required because there is no freeway). If this
type of route is very long and winding, or involves changes of
direction then, even although it is an isolated route, the
allocation of a tourist route number may be warranted. This
tourist route number should be displayed in front of the theme
symbol (see Figures 4.9 and 4.14).
Recent history and the growing promotion of tourism makes it
reasonably predictable that once one tourist route has been
successfully established, and it is not totally isolated by its
geographical location, the growth of tourist movement along the
route will promote the establishment of new tourist attractions
so that eventually a whole area may become identifiable (from
others) as being a high activity or density tourist area with a
specific theme. When this happens the tourism signing of the
area can be developed according to one of two principles as
illustrated in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. If the same process is
occurring in adjacent areas, it is clearly very important that the
theme development processes be undertaken in a spirit of
close co-operation.

8

Figure 4.21 shows a very similar area with a similar signing
treatment. This signing treatment is developed according to the
well-established "Nearest Numbered Route" principle. Because
two routes have been allocated tourist route numbers this
means that the "Nearest" numbered route is now one level
lower in the road hierarchy with the result that tourist route
signs can be used to lead tourists closer to facility destinations
before the actual facility requires signing. This has the effect of
making more of the signs in the area "generic", or theme, signs
and reduces the pressure to take facility signs further and
further from the facilities. The main difference to the signing
shown in Figure 4.20 is that several of the internal signs are
shown as GF2 signs in place of GE18 signs. This type of
signing treatment is more appropriate for a moderately
developed tourism area which would also not warrant or be
able to afford the provision of gateway information centres or
laybys.

9

In Figures 4.18 to 4.21 the signs shown by number are of the
following types:
(a) (1) - GF1 FREEWAY ADVANCE EXIT signs displaying an
interchange number, the tourist area theme symbol and the
tourist area theme name ( if the route to which the freeway
exit leads is a numbered tourist route then the tourist route
number should be displayed in front of the symbol) - see
Figures 4.6 and 4.9;
(b) (2) - GF2 ADVANCE TURN DIRECTION signs displaying
the tourist area theme symbol and the tourist area theme
name (these lead to a numbered navigational route within
the tourist area) - see Figure 4.7;
(c) (2A) - GF2 ADVANCE TURN DIRECTION signs displaying
the tourist route number, the tourist area theme symbol and
the tourist area theme name - see Figure 4.9;
(d) (3) - optional - GL6.3 TOURIST AREA NAME sign to
identify the start of the tourist area - see Volume 1,
Subsection 4.5.9;
(e) (3A) - optional - GE18 END OF TOURIST ROUTE/AREA
signs - see Figure 4.24;
(f) (4) - GE18 TOURIST ROUTE MARKER signs - see
Figures 4.9 and 4.24.

Figure 4.20 shows an area in which two numbered tourist
routes have been created, in addition to five navigational
numbered routes, four of the latter of which create the majority
of the perimeter of the theme area. The signing for this example
has been developed according to a concept known as the
"Gateway Perimeter" method. This concept involves a
significant concentration of the information and signing effort at
the main points of entry to the area. Signing at internal
junctions between numbered routes, including numbered tourist
routes, is limited to tourist route marker signs GE18. Because
of the likely high number of facilities in the area the "Gateway"
method also recommends the establishment of tourist
information centres or laybys at the "Gateways". This can be a
costly
process
and
requires
a
high
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4.5.1

Concept Development

1

DENSITY
Flower Route").

One of the main objectives of the planning and development of
a tourism signing plan for an area should be to develop some
concept which will offer an adequate compromise solution to
the various conflicting problems which exist.

(b) Collective Route or Area Symbol - in the context of tourism
signing, the other method by which a tourism area should
be collectively identified, as "an area", is by means of an
appropriate symbol; the symbol can relate to a descriptive
representation of the area, e.g. a "mountain" symbol for an
area in the Drakensberg, or to an established theme for the
principal activities of the area, e.g. a symbol representing
"wine", or "arts and crafts" symbol for an area such as the
Crocodile River Ramble Area; the symbol should be used
together with the full name of the high density tourism area;

In most cases, the possible solution may lie on two levels,
namely:
(a) the signing treatment of the whole area; and
(b) the signing treatment of individual facilities.
2

3

The concept of identifying certain routes as "tourist routes" has
been under consideration throughout the country for some time
and experience to date in KwaZulu/Natal and in the Western
Cape and developments in Gauteng have shown that the
concept is implementable and can support the primary
guidance signing system in the area.
Throughout the preparation of a tourism signing plan for a high
density tourist area, close attention should be paid to finding
ways of reducing the need for large signs or large numbers of
signs, wherever possible. The motivation for this approach is to
achieve the most effective signing reasonably possible by
means of the least possible total sign area, and this for two
basic reasons:

(c) even if generic tourism symbol(s) can be used with a
unique or collective name to describe a high density tourist
area, it may still be desirable to identify the area with a
unique "Emblem" or "Logo" - such an emblem or logo may
be used on an off road information sign at a laybye at the
gateway to the area, and at the entrances to individual
facilities.
2

The use of generic theme symbols such as "arts and crafts",
"wildlife" or "scenic" also has the potential to keep within
controllable limits the total numbers of symbols available for
use on tourism signs. The larger the number of symbols, the
greater will be the difficulty experienced by drivers in
interpreting them correctly and also in sign manufacturers
supplying the correct symbol. The function of the symbol to
allow early recognition of the associated destination with a
minimised need to read words on a sign will also be eroded by
large numbers of symbols, many with distinct similarities.

3

Table 4.2 in Section 4.2 shows that a wide range of individual
types of tourist attraction can be signed, in the environment of
tourist routes or a tourism area, using 10 to 12 generic
symbols. (Table 4.2 represents a recent rationalisation of
thinking on the previous tourism destination classification which
has evolved over a considerable period of time and not all the
generic symbols mentioned are yet available or approved).

(a) to limit the overall environmental intrusion of the signs (but
still have enough impact for them to achieve their purpose);
and
(b) to limit the total cost input to the provision of the signs.
4

Achievement of these objectives can be assisted by the use of
the organised provision of tourist information throughout the
area and the use of tourist route marker signs.

4.5.2
1

Area Identification

It is an established principle, covered in Volume 1, that signing
for an area can be kept within reasonable limits if the area has
a uniqueness of identity which can be used on tourism signs,
involving:
(a) a Unique Collective Name - the need for alternative means
of displaying tourism information will usually arise due to an
"overload of information" at an existing intersection or on an
existing tourism sign; in this instance, the pro-active
approach is recommended whereby a collective "name" or
"identity" could be used to replace a number of separate
tourism facilities; this option is clearly cheaper than an
information lay-by, requiring the usual brown tourism signs
only, but it should be facilitated through the local or regional
tourism organisations, in consultation with the appropriate
tourism stakeholders; hence, the existence of such a
tourism body will expedite any discussions and final
proposals; to keep sign area down a "collective" name for
an area should be kept as short as practical, but should
certainly not exceed 2 to 3 words; the name allocated to a
tourism area should either be unique to a geographic area
or unique to some theme such as historical mining ("Old
Digger's
Route")
or
scenery
("Namaqualand
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4.5.3

Numbering of Tourist Routes

1

Having established the limits of an high density tourism area,
the road network within the area (including minor roads) and
the locations of candidate tourism facilities and services,
consideration should be given as to how to contain the number
of tourism signs required at the more important or busy
junctions if a traditional approach to the provision of such signs
were to be adopted. Many of the minor roads in an area could
provide access to three or more facilities or services. It should,
therefore, be natural to consider some of the minor roads as
"tourist routes".

2

In order to keep the system as simple as possible and for such
routes to form a logical extension of the existing numbered
route system, the use of the designatory uppercase letter "T" is
allowed, e.g. "T1" , "T2", etc. A very significant benefit of this
approach is that, in terms of existing policies, the signs on for
example, on a provincial numbered route on the approach to a
junction with a numbered tourist route, would display a tourist
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